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How to teach a model to locate “paramedics”

http://kwchang.net 3



Visual Recognition with Language Descriptions

http://kwchang.net 4

From ChatGPT: 

Paramedic typically wears a uniform with a patch or 
logo identifying them as a member of an emergency 
medical services (EMS) team. The uniform may include 
a shirt, pants, and jacket with reflective strips for 
visibility. They may also wear protective gear such as 
gloves, goggles, and a mask. They often carry 
equipment such as a backpack with medical supplies, a 
radio, and a defibrillator. They may also wear a duty 
belt with a flashlight, scissors, and other tools. The 
appearance can vary depending on the agency.



Situated visual recognition

❖ How to teach a model to locate the car in accident?

http://kwchang.net 5



Limitations of Supervised Data

❖ Detection data have limited categories
❖ Objects365: 365 categories
❖ LVIS: ~1,200 categories
❖ Visual Genome: ~1,600 categories

❖ Detection data have limited images
❖ Objects365 : < 1M
❖ OpenImage : ~2M

❖ Hard to scale up because of annotation cost and long-tail 
distribution!

http://kwchang.net 6



Learning Visual Concepts with Indirect Supervision

- Go beyond supervised object recognition
- Explicit labeling is expensive and incomplete
- How to leverage indirect supervision signals

- Image/video caption
- Rich descriptions in language
- Unaligned text, images, and video 
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Outline

- Learning VL representation w/ indirect supervision

- Learning to recognize objects w/ image captions

- Learning to recognize objects w/ rich descriptions
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Learning VL representation 
with indirect supervision
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Motivating Example – Go Beyond Object Detection

http://kwchang.net

cake

birthday

Need to learn the association between cake with birthday

10



Learning Associations from Image Captioning

People are making a cake for 

someone’s birthday party.

cake

birthday

cake

birthday

http://kwchang.net 11



Learning Vision-and-Language Representation!

12http://kwchang.net

Mark Yatskar

VisualBERT https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.03557



Pre-training VisualBERT from Image Caption

http://kwchang.net 13

Masked language modeling with the image

Sentence-Image Prediction
People are making a cake for 
someone’s birthday party. 

People are playing a ball in the
park.

positive

negative



Fine-Tuning VisualBERT

Pre-training (Representation Learning) Fine-tuning (Solve a specific task)

http://kwchang.net 14



Various Design Choices for VL Pre-Training
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Learning VL representation 
with indirect supervision
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Image Classification w/ Vision&Langauge

❖ CLIP (Radford et al., 2021): image classification as 
image-text matching

❖ Leverage millions of semantic-rich image-caption data 
available on the web

http://kwchang.net 17



Constructive Language-Image Pre-training (CLIP) 
(Radford et al., 2021)



Language-Based Recognition Models: Image Classification

Use CLIP with a simple query: a photo of {class name}



Text encoders are performance bottlenecks

❖ What if the text encoder isn’t perfect

http://kwchang.net 20

You can’t cram the meaning of a single 
$&!#* sentence into a single $!#&* vector! 

CLIP 
text encoder“a brown dog” “a dog”



Probing text encoder in CLIP
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an iguana

T5 text 
decoder
(finetuned)

a happy dinosaur
a surfer carrying a lifeguard
an orangutan eating and an officer flying

an iguana
an amusing dinosaur
a lifeguard carrying a surfer     
an orangutan and an officer eating an orangutan

CLIP text 
encoder

❄

✗

✗

✓

✓

1. Create increasingly 
compositional text prompts

2. Feed them into CLIP’s text 
encoder

3. Try to decode out the 
original prompt

Less than 30% captions 
can be reconstructed 



GLIP: Object Detection as Phrase Grounding 

22

Object detection as grounding a 
language instruction

http://kwchang.net

Phrase Grounding : Given a sentence and an image, locate the 
entities in the image



GLIP: Overview

❖ Align objects to phrases in text

23http://kwchang.net



Pre-training with Scalable Semantic-Rich Data

❖ Grounding data are semantic-rich and 
scalable

❖ Gold grounding data:
❖ Flickr30K has 44,518 unique phrases
❖ VG Caption has 110,689 unique phrases
❖ 0.8M grounding data > 2M detection data

http://kwchang.net 24



Scaling up with image-caption web data

25

Scalable training with 24M self-supervised web data

http://kwchang.net



Pseudo grounding data (distant supervision)

❖ Train a teacher model with gold grounding data; produces boxes 
given image-caption data

http://kwchang.net 26



Pseudo grounding example

http://kwchang.net 27



Language-Based Recognition Models: Object Detection

https://huggingface.co/spaces/haotiz/glip-zeroshot-demo



Object Detection with Instructions

❖ Learn from human instructions on the fly

29http://kwchang.net



Language-Based Recognition Models: Segmentation

Segment: zebra. ostrich. water. …



Bootstrapping Language-Image Pre-training (BLIP)
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Learning to recognize objects 
w/ rich descriptions
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How to Deal with Complex Language Queries?

1. Generalizing to novel categories 
(object detection / segmentation in the wild)

Detect: mallet

v.s.

Detect: mallet, a kind of tool, wooden handle 
with a round head, used for pounding or 
hammering



Limitation of VL Pre-Training Models



Limitation of VL Pre-Training Models



Challenge #1: Fine-Grained Descriptions Rare in Pre-Training Data

Reporting bias: people do not write 
obvious things 

When writing captions, we tend to 
directly use entity names rather than 
give descriptions for subparts, shapes, 
textures, etc.



Solution #1: Generating Descriptions from Large Language Models

User:
What are the useful features for identifying mallet?

GPT-3: 
Mallet is a kind of tool, wooden handle, …

Build a vocabulary of 10K noun phrases on Conceptual 
Captions and VG

Sample descriptions for each noun phrase (<1 day via API)



Challenge #2: Model Might Ignore Description

The model is not incentivised to “read” the descriptions 
It tends to learn using the following shortcuts:

Entity shortcut
Positive query shortcut



Entity Shortcut

Contrastive learning objective -> distinguishing 
two sub-queries:

Q1: Mallet, which has a wooden handle with a 
round head, used for pounding or hammering

Q2:  Ax, which has a long handle and a sharp 
blade, could be used for chopping wood

Which query aligns to the image?

A
B



Entity Shortcut

Do you remember the descriptions?

Q1: Mallet, which has a wooden handle with a 
round head, used for pounding or hammering

Q2:  Ax, which has a long handle and a sharp 
blade, could be used for chopping wood

Entity Shortcut: focusing on center entities is 
enough to distinguish Q+ and Q- 



Solution for Entity Shortcut: Context-Sensitive Query

Q1: a kind of tool, which has a 
wooden handle with a round head
Q2: a kind of tool, which has a long 
handle and a sharp blade

The labels of the word “tool” now 
depends on its language context



Positive Query Shortcut

The imperfect unification of detection and grounding 
data

Detection task: target object may not in image

Grounding data: query is a caption that always 
corresponds to the image

Positive Query Shortcut: language-like query is always 
positive

Potential problem of many deep-fused VL models 
(MDETR, GLIP, FIBER, …)



Positive Query Shortcut



Solution #2: Context-Sensitive Query

Labels of “mallet” depends on context as well
In contrast to classical detection training (where we drop the examples with too 
few boxes), we need to have full-negative queries to teach the model to 
suppress false positives



Summary: Language Descriptions as a Supervision Signal

Label as supervision (ImageNet/COCO):
- Costly to annotate

Caption as supervision (CLIP/ALIGN/ViLD/GLIP):
+ Easy to scale
- Learns mostly object-entity alignment

Description as supervision:
+ Easy to scale
+ Decompose recognition of objects into 

grounding of attributes, parts, shapes, etc
+ More flexible language queries


